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PERSONALIZED OFFERS 
ARE POWERFUL  
— BUT TOO OFTEN OFF-BASE

Personalized Offers Are Powerful — But Too 
Often Off-Base, a PYMNTS Intelligence and 
AWS collaboration, examines U.S. consumers’ 
preferences regarding personalized merchant 
offers or credit card reward offers to 
investigate customer loyalty as a currency. 
We surveyed a census-balanced panel of 
2,549 U.S. consumers from Oct. 11, 2023, 
to Oct. 26, 2023, to discover how they view 
the personalized offers they receive from 
merchants and what drives them to consider 
switching merchants.
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Personalized offers are emerging as a potential game changer 
for merchants, but despite this tactic’s potential to provide a 
competitive edge and foster customer loyalty, crafting and dis-
tributing effectively personalized offers has remained elusive 
for merchants. PYMNTS Intelligence’s latest data confirms that 
personalized offers can serve as powerful drivers of purchasing 
behaviors — but these offers often miss the mark with consum-
ers.

Data shows that nearly half of consumers will likely switch to 
merchants that provide more relevant offers. Millennials, in par-
ticular, follow this trend and are 41% more likely than average to 
switch merchants in this situation. Personalization is not merely 
preferred but expected, and this evolution in consumer behav-
ior means some merchants must update their capabilities to 
better meet individual customers’ needs.

Introduction

Why must these merchants strengthen their ability to make these 
offers? The data also highlights a crucial gap in personalization, 
with just 44% of consumers finding offers very relevant to their 
needs. It is not enough to be loosely personalized; merchants 
must have data-driven strategies to accurately understand and 
address the specific consumers they are targeting to enhance 
consumer engagement and foster loyalty in a competitive mar-
ket.

Personalized Offers Are Powerful — But Too Often Off-Base, 
a PYMNTS Intelligence and AWS collaboration, examines U.S. 
consumer preferences about personalized merchant offers or 
personalized credit card rewards to investigate customer loy-
alty as a currency. The report is based on a census-balanced 
panel of 2,549 U.S. consumers surveyed from Oct. 11, 2023, to 
Oct. 26, 2023.

This is what we learned.
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Nearly half of the consumers 
who receive relevant offers 
are likely to switch merchants 
to take advantage of those 
offers. Appropriately tailoring 
offers to a consumer’s specific 
needs and interests doubles 
the chances the consumer will 
switch merchants. 

One of the powers of personalized offers is the ability to incentivize 
consumers to break their routines and shop with new merchants 
specifically for the offer. Millennials have spearheaded this trend, as 
41% report being likely to switch for better personalization, and Gen-
erations Z and X aren’t far behind, at 34% and 26%, respectively. Baby 
boomers and seniors are the least incentivized to switch merchants 
based on offer personalization. Even so, roughly 1 in 8 would likely 
switch. 

Share of millennials who report they  
are highly likely to switch to merchants 
providing personalized offers

41%

FIGURE 1A:

How consumers prefer to receive merchant offers   
Share of consumers who prefer receiving personalized offers  
from merchants via select methods, by generation

Baby boomers 
and seniors

65.1%

39.9%

21.2%

8.5%

3.7%

4.8%

• Email

• In the mail

• Text messages

• Mobile app notifications

• Social media ads

• Website pop-ups

Source: PYMNTS Intelligence 
Personalized Offers Are Powerful — But Too Often Off-Base, January 2024

N = 2,549: Complete responses, fielded Oct. 11, 2023 – Oct. 26, 2023

Millennials
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20.9%
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29.3%
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Generation Z

51.5%

14.8%

29.6%
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24.3%
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Generation X
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11.1%

5.5%
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Consumers are more likely to switch merchants if the person-
alized offer is easy to act on, highlighting the importance of the 
delivery method. What is considered “easy” is also different 
across generations, with consumers gravitating toward platforms 
common to their generation. Although two-thirds of consumers 
prefer to receive an offer via email, a more nuanced cut of the 
data confirms what you would expect: Younger consumers gravi-
tate to digital offer formats such as texts, apps, social media and 
even pop-ups, while older generations prefer receiving offers in 
the mail. These generational delivery preferences underscore why 
merchants must adapt their delivery methods to their audience, 
ensuring accessibility and appeal across the board. 

Merchants should not just blanket customers with options via 
phone, mail, email and other outlets, however. On average, con-
sumers prefer to receive offers across 1.7 channels, suggesting 
that some variety is welcome, but any more proliferation may 
yield diminishing returns for merchants.

FIGURE 1B:

How consumers prefer to receive merchant offers  
Share of consumers who prefer receiving personalized offers from  
merchants via select methods, by how likely they are to switch  
merchants if offered more personalized rewards
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31.5%
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Mobile app notifications
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Very or extremely likely to switch merchants

Moderately likely to switch merchants

Slightly or not likely at all to swtich merchants

Source: PYMNTS Intelligence  
Personalized Offers Are Powerful — But Too Often Off-Base,  

January 2024
N = 2,549: Complete responses, fielded Oct. 11, 2023 – Oct. 26, 2023
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Facial recognition and  
personalized offers garner  
significant consumer interest: 
One-third deem them crucial 
to their shopping experiences, 
especially millennials and 
high-income consumers.

The significant interest in receiving personalized offers — 83% 
of consumers are receptive to them — is spotlighting their grow-
ing importance to merchants. More than 7 in 10 consumers have 
received a personalized offer in the last 30 days, meaning they 
are becoming ubiquitous in the market. Just 17% of consumer 
respondents had no interest in receiving personalized offers, 
whereas one-third of all consumers consider personalized offers 
crucial to their shopping experiences. Again, this trend is par-
ticularly pronounced among millennials, with 45% considering 
personalized offers very or extremely important.

Likewise, more than one-third of high-income earners are 
extremely interested in personalized offers. High-income con-
sumers are also more likely than average to receive and be 
interested in receiving tailored offers, at 89%. For comparison, 
younger consumers also tend to place greater value on offer 
personalization, with 89% of millennials and 85% of Gen Z con-
sumers expressing some interest in any offer. 

This distinct preference for tailored offers among younger and 
more affluent consumers suggests a valuable opportunity for 
merchants to focus their marketing efforts on personalization to 
cater to these key demographic segments and build high-value 
customer engagement and long-term loyalty.

Share of high-income  
consumers who receive and  

are extremely interested in  
personalized offers

89%

© 2024 PYMNTS All Rights Reserved
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FIGURE 2A:

Consumer interest in personalized offers    
Share of consumers expressing interest in receiving personalized offers

70.8%
Received personalized 
offers and are  
interested in them

4.6%
Received  
personalized 
offers, but are 
not interested

11.8%
Did not receive 
personalized 
offers, but are 
interested

12.8%
Did not receive 
personalized offers 
and are not  
interested

FIGURE 2B:

Consumer interest in personalized offers    
Share of consumers interested in receiving 
personalized offers, by demographic
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Personalized Offers Are Powerful — But Too Often  

Off-Base, January 2024
N = 2,549: Complete responses,  

fielded Oct. 11, 2023 – Oct. 26, 2023

Source: PYMNTS Intelligence  
Personalized Offers Are Powerful — 

But Too Often Off-Base,  
January 2024
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Just 44% of consumers  
who received tailored offers 
say the offers were very  
relevant to their needs,  
indicating that most offers 
need better personalization  
to be more effective. 

We found that 24% of consumers rank personalization as an 
offer’s most important factor. This sentiment jumps to 36% 
among those who say merchants are not properly tailoring cur-
rent offers to their needs. This dynamic reveals that consumers 
currently receiving poorly tailored offers tend to place greater 
weight on personalization. Therefore, improving the accuracy of 
the data that informs merchants how to successfully send per-
sonalized offers to targeted consumers could be key to effectively 
tapping prospective customer bases across demographics.

Forty percent of consumers find the offers they receive just somewhat 
relevant, and 17% deem them completely irrelevant. Moreover, con-
sumers who believe they receive offers that are not relevant to them 
report that the discount amount of the offer is less of a purchase 
incentive than those who received well-tailored offers, indicating 
that personalization can be more effective than simple monetary 
discounts. This nuance suggests that the true value of personalizing 
an offer to a consumer lies in how tightly the merchant tailors it to 
that consumer’s preferences rather than how much the discount is.

Because data analytics are crucial for improving personalization accu-
racy, tools that can parse through large volumes of consumer data to 
identify patterns, preferences and behaviors will prove to be critical 
for merchants looking to create more precise and relevant marketing 
campaigns. Adopting a more targeted approach can lead to higher 
engagement rates, better conversion rates and a more efficient allo-
cation of marketing resources to improve the return on investment 
for advertising efforts.

Key Findings    |    15

Received offers that 
were slightly or not 

at all relevant
 

SAMPLE

Received offers 
that were mod-
erately relevant

Received offers 
that were very or 

extremely relevant

29%36%24% 16%

FIGURE 3: 

The relevance of relevance 
Share of consumers who cite “relevance” as the most important factor influencing 
their purchase decisions, by perceived relevance of the offers they receive

Source: PYMNTS Intelligence  
Personalized Offers Are  

Powerful — But Too Often  
Off-Base, January 2024

N = 1,902: Respondents who 
received personalized offers from 

merchants in the last 30 days  
fielded Oct. 11, 2023 –  

Oct. 26, 2023
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Monetary offers are the  
biggest purchase incentive for 
more than half of consumers. 
However, well-personalized, 
non-monetary offers can also 
build customer loyalty without 
handing out yet another  
discount.

While non-monetary incentives, such as exclusive access to 
new products or personalized recommendations, are appeal-
ing, another finding in our data is that they hold less sway than  
savings-based incentives. Fifty-eight percent of consumers express 
interest in discount and promotion offers, and 56% value free ship-
ping. The most influential factors in past purchases are the discount 
amount, cited by 36% of consumers, and the offer’s relevance to indi-
vidual needs, cited by 24%. Finally, low-income consumers express 
little to no interest in non-monetary offers, such as exclusive access 
and personalized product bundles. Still, this demographic is the most 
likely to prefer free shipping over other alternatives.

FIGURE 4A:

Consumers’ most wanted offers   
Share of consumers citing the personalized offers they are most interested  
in receiving from merchants in the next three months, by generation
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Source: PYMNTS Intelligence 
Personalized Offers Are Powerful — But Too Often Off-Base, January 2024

N = 2,549: Complete responses, fielded Oct. 11, 2023 – Oct. 26, 2023
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Gen Z and  
millennials are more 
likely than other age 

groups to be interested 
in receiving offers with 
no monetary incentives.

FIGURE 4B:

Consumers’ most wanted offers  
Share of consumers citing the personalized offers they are most interested  
in receiving from merchants in the next three months, by annual income
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Personalized Offers Are Powerful — But Too Often Off-Base,  
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N = 2,549: Complete responses, fielded Oct. 11, 2023 – Oct. 

26, 2023

Gen Z and millennial consumers are more likely than other age groups 
to be interested in receiving offers with no monetary incentives: 9% of 
Gen Z and 8% of millennials say the most interesting offer they could 
receive is exclusive access to new products. They are also more likely 
to value product recommendations and personalized product bun-
dles. Gen Z and millennial consumers are more than twice as likely 
as other generations to favor product recommendations. Ultimately, 
the data suggests that monetary and non-monetary incentives co- 
operate to impact consumers’ decision-making.
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Successful personalization can pay dividends for merchants 
that take a comprehensive approach and integrate data man-
agement, customer segmentation and multichannel strategies 
to cater to diverse consumer groups. These moves can incen-
tivize nearly half of customers to switch to them — if the 
offer is relevant enough. Although personalizing to this degree 
is crucial, implementing it is challenging, with potential road-
blocks including difficulties gauging consumer needs and 
preferences and utilizing technology effectively to ensure a 
seamless and impactful consumer experience. 

With just 44% of consumers finding offers very relevant to 
their needs, however, merchants must bridge the substan-
tial gap currently present in effective personalization. For 
eCommerce platforms, this means prioritizing data-driven 
approaches that accurately gauge and respond to consumer 
preferences. By addressing these, businesses can unlock new 
avenues for customer engagement, driving both sales and 
long-term loyalty in a market that remains very competitive.

Personalized Offers Are Powerful — But Too Often Off-Base, a 
PYMNTS Intelligence and AWS collaboration, examines U.S. con-
sumer preferences regarding personalized merchant offers or 
personalized credit card rewards to investigate customer loyalty 
as a currency. We surveyed a census-balanced panel of 2,549 
U.S. consumers from Oct. 11, 2023, to Oct. 26, 2023, to discover 
how they view the personalized offers that merchants send and 
what drives them to consider switching merchants. Fifty-one 
percent of respondents identified as women, 33% had a college 
degree, the average age was 47 and 38% annually earned more 
than $100,000.

Methodology

Conclusion
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